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Abstract
The Multi-Purpose-Manipulator (MPM) situated at the outboard mid-plane is a versatile carrier system
for diagnostic probes at Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X). It is able to probe into the last scrape-off (SOL) layer
close to the last closed flux surface. The manipulator is also has the capability to puff gas for well-localized
fueling/impurity seeding into SOL. In the previous operational campaign of OP 1.2a and 1.2b both hydrogen
and methane were injected from the manipulator mounted probes. The effect of hydrogen puffing on the
main plasma was observed to be much stronger than that of the methane puffing. This difference is related
to the difference in ionization lengths between the two gas species. To support this assumption a puffing of
a similar amount of methane and hydrogen was modelled with ERO.
Keywords: W7-X, Multi-purpose Manipulator, Langmuir probes, plasma edge transport, gas
puffing, ERO
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1. Introduction
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Extrinsic impurity puffing plays an important
role in both operation of a fusion device concerning the management of divertor heat loads
and impurity transport studies. W7-X has a 5/5
edge island structure that can strongly affect the
efficiency of the puffing concerning the gas species
and the position relative to the edge islands. In
this paper two cases of gas puffing are compared,
hydrogen and methane. From this comparison a
measure of the effectiveness of the gas puffing in
the edge of W7-X with different gas species can be
found. Furthermore in this paper the effect of the
position of the puffing for methane and hydrogen is
discussed. Three distinct areas of note are shown
in figure 1, the far scrape-off layer characterized
by short magnetic connection lengths (III), the
island region with magnetic connection lengths
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ranging from LC island ≈ 300 m to infinite in the
island center (II) and the confined region (I). The
effect of the puffing on the plasma depends largely
where the injected gas is ionized, this depends on
the position of the gas injection and the neutral
penetration depth of the species. This neutral
penetration depth is affected by the gas species
and the local plasma parameters at the injection
site.
Impurities can be puffed downstream (near
the divertor target plates) with the gas boxes of
the helium beam [1] and upstream ablation of
impurities with the laser blow-off system [2] is
possible. A system for upstream gas puffing is
the Multi-purpose manipulator (MPM). It was
installed at W7-X as a carrier system for both
diagnostic and material exposition probe heads
[3]. The MPM gas injection system consists of an
internal gas reservoir of about 2.5 L. From this
reservoir a feed line of 6 m length and 6 mm diameter runs to the probe head interface. However,
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in this scenario the gas stream is only controlled
by a pneumatic valve at the gas reservoir. The
total amount of puffed gas is controlled by filling
the gas reservoir of the MPM gas handling system
to different pressures. In 1.2a the internal MPM
gas reservoir is openend for a short time (250
and 500 ms for discharge #20171101.028 and
#20171101.029 respectively) at pprefill ≈ 0.2 bar
pressure and the gas flows freely to the nozzle at
the MPM probe head.
For OP 1.2b (2018) an additional probe head
for controlled gas puffing employing an internal
reservoir and a piezo valve located directly in the
head were used [4]. The gas pressure was set in the
methane puffing experiments to pprefill ≈ 0.5 bar.
The position of the puffing in the considered
experiments is located in the far scrape off layer
with short connection length (see figure 1). The
distance to the region of longer connection length
close to the edge island is about ∆ R ≈ 4 cm.
The penetration depth depends largely on the
speed of the injected molecules, at the same
temperature and pressure hydrogen will be faster
and therefore, penetrate deeper than methane.
The second factor are the different cross sections
for reactions connected to the dissociation and
ionization of the molecules. The methane-electron
collision cross section [5] is roughly three times
larger than the hydrogen-electron cross-section
[6]. The ion-electron ionization scales linearly
with the plasma density. Thus the penetration
depth of hydrogen in the edge would be approximately two times smaller in an OP 1.2b plasma.
Using the densities at the interface between the
far and near scrape off layer at R ≈ 6.08 m
from figure 3 of ne−OP 1.2a ≈ 2 × 1018 m−3 and
ne−OP 1.2b ≈ 4 × 1018 m−3 . Depending on the edge
densities the penetration depth of hydrogen for
ion-electron collisions is between λH2 ≈ 5 − 11 cm
and λCH4 ≈ 0.5 − 1 cm. Due to the longer ionization mean free path, a larger fraction of neutral
hydrogen should penetrate into the region of long
connection length as compared to methane. With
an ionization length of less than 1 cm, it is expected
that the majority of the methane partially ionizes
and then is lost immediately in the region of short
connection length.
The experimental scenarios for the hydrogen
and methane injection were conducted in comparable conditions. The same probe puffing position
was used (Rpuffing = 6.11 m see figure 1) and both
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experiments were performed in the same magnetic
standard configuration in purely ECR heated
plasmas.
However, the plasma densities were
unfortunately not comparable since the hydrogen
puffing experiments in the earlier 2017 campaign
were conducted at rather low densities, while
the methane injection experiments took place in
the 2018 campaign after a boronization of W7-X
[7], which allowed considerably higher plasma
densities. In table 1 the considered discharges
with the total amount of injected molecules are
presented.

Figure 1: Cross section at the MPM position showing the
connection length in standard configuration overlayed with
the Poincaré plot. The red dashed line indicates the MPM
path and the red arrow the puffing position of the hydrogen
and methane injection (adapted from [4])
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#

Gas-puffing

20171101.028
20171101.029
20180920.018
20180920.020
20180920.021

H2
H2
CH4
CH4
CH4

total amount
of injected
molecules
2.0 e21
3.6 e21
1.2 e21
1.4 e21
1.4 e21

Table 1: Summary of the analyzed discharges

2. Observed effect of the puffing on the
plasma
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The injection of gas from the manipulator
mounted probes into the plasma should yield in
the first order two easily visible results on the main
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plasma: an increase in density and a reduction of
the plasma temperature. If the transport of the
hydrogen and methane gases into the main plasma
were the same, one would expect that for the same
amount of molecules a larger effect on the electron
density would be seen with methane. An important
distinction has to be made concerning the plasma
conditions of the hydrogen puffing in OP 1.2a and
the methane puffing in OP 1.2b. The density in
the edge region is expected to be higher in the
latter case similar to the overal line integrated
density. One has to assume that the difference
of the edge densities correlates with the observed
difference of the line integrated densities shown in
figure 2, due to the lack of probe measurements. In
the lower part of figure 3 measured edge densities
and temperatures for both campaign parts are
presented.
Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the electron density (a) measured with the interferometer
and the electron temperature (b) as measured
with the ECE system. For the hydrogen puffing
a strong modification of the electron density and
temperature is visible. A short delay of about
Tdelay ≈ 0.1 s between the opening of the MPM
gas valve and the observed density rise can be
observed. The temperature recovers after the
puff as the electron density decreases again.
Discharge #20171101.028 has the valve open for
250 ms and 500 ms for discharge #20171101.029,
this would yield approximately twice as many
molecules injected in the latter. A slightly larger
modification of electron density and temperature
is observed, but the extend of the effect is difficult
to assess, since the start of the puffing coincides
with decrease of the plasma density and the larger
hydrogen puff might just cause a higher observed
baseline in the density measurements at T ≈ 1 s.
In the case of methane puffing both the electron
temperature and the density show very little
change.
The density time trace of discharge
# 20180920.021 with methane injection features
slight bumps every 500 ms, which is caused
by the blibs of the NBI system. In discharge
# 20180920.020 and # 20180920.021 a small linear
increase of the density is visible. Matching that,
the electron temperature is decreasing slightly.
The measurements show a visible modification of
the temperature and density from hydrogen puffing
but no or very little effect in the case methane.

Figure 2: Upper figure: Line integrated densities for the
hydrogen and methane puffing. Lower figure: Electron temperatures from channel #13 of the ECE system. The dashed
line indicatse the beginning of the gas injection

3. Modelling of the methane puffing
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The 3D Monte-Carlo code ERO [8] was employed to test the effectiveness of the methane
and hydrogen puffing. A local plasma volume of
5 × 10 × 10 cm3 was used for the calculations. Radial electron temperature and density profiles from
discharge #180814.045 measured with the MPM
were used as a proxy for the plasma background
(see figure 3), since the MPM had no probe measurements during the puffing. The molecules are
injected into the plasma with a Maxwellian energy
distribution around 0.05 eV and a cosine angular
distribution. The upper part of figure 3 shows exemplarily the C + density resulting from CH4 injection, integrated along the toroidal direction. The
middle part of the figure summarizes modelled radial profiles (normalized to 1) of CH4 , CH and C +
from CH4 injection and H2 , H2+ and H + from H2
injection. It is seen that the penetration length of
injected CH4 is significantly shorter than the one of
injected H2 molecules. The deeper penetration of
the hydrogen for both the pure hydrogen puff and
the hydrogen contained in the methane is evident.
The still small density modification from the hydrogen contained in the methane cold be explained
with the higher edge densities present during the ex-
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Figure 3: Upper figure: C + density calculated with ERO in
front of the probe. Center figure: Normalized C + , CH, CH4 ,
H2 , H and H + profiles from the methane puff and normalized H2 , H and H + profiles from the hydrogen puff. Lower
figure: Temperature and density profile, used for the ERO
model, measured with the MPM in discharge #180814.045
(line lines) and discharge #171026.027 (dashed lines) as a
comparison for OP 1.2a.
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periments of OP 1.2b. THE ERO calculation also
yields, that about 36% of injected carbon and hydrogen species returns to the MPM in case of CH4
injection, while only about 7% of injected H returns in case of H2 injection. Altogether it can be
concluded, that more particles (and also electrons)
from a H2 injection can reach the region of long
connection lengths compared to a CH4 injection.

has a considerably shorter penetration depth, at
the same plasma parameters, than the injected
hydrogen.
While the MPM system is able to puff in different regions in the plasma edge, the effectiveness
strongly depends on the position of the puffing, the
plasma parameters and the utilized gas species.
It is necessary to fully accomodate these three
parameters in the planning of gas puffing. The
results suggest that the manipulator is suitable
for the use of puffing into the island region, if the
right positioning of the probe, in relation to the
ionization depth and the intended effect on the
plasma, is possible. Puffing of heavy gases into
the edge islands region would necessitate a puffing
system, with a Piezo valve, that can withstand the
high heat loads during the puffing in the island
region or the system used in first part of the
campaign with a valve placed further down the gas
puffing system and away from the nozzle.
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The effectiveness of hydrogen and methane
puffing from the manipulator was compared.
While one would have expected a larger effect of
the methane injected in similar quantities into
the plasma than hydrogen, only the hydrogen
puffing showed an actual effect on the plasma.
This was explained with the comparatively short
ionization depth of methane in the far scrape off
layer region with short connection length. ERO
was used to simulate puffing in the region of short
connection length and showed that the methane
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